Inflatable 10’ Dome Tent
TNT-INF-3MX3M
The Inflatable Dome Tent is great for any outdoor event. With included air pump,
the tent inflates in less than 10 minutes providing a fun way to draw in a crowd.

features and benefits
- NEW
- Base size of 9.84’ x 9.84’
- Canopy kit includes: canopy, inflatable
frame, air pump, guy lines, stakes and
carry bag
- Hardware only kit includes: inflatable
frame, air pump, guy lines, stakes and
carry bag

- Inflates in less than 10 minutes
- Printed canopy & sidewalls are water and
UV-resistant
- Sturdy vinyl body inflates easily with air
compressor & twist-lock connection
- One year limited hardware warranty
against manufacturer defects
- Six month graphics limited warranty

dimensions
Hardware

air pump included

Graphics

Assembled Unit:
9.84’w x 8.69’h x 9.84’d
3000mm(w) x 2649mm(h) x 3000mm(d)

Total visual area:
Canopy:
126.25”w x 126.375”h

Weight:
43 lbs / 19.5 kgs
(with carry bag and no graphic)

Sideswalls (sold separately):
106.75”w x 88.75”h

Shipping
Shipping dimensions:
29.53”l x 21.26”w x 16.54”h
750mm(l) x 540mm(w) x 420mm(h)
Approximate shipping weight:
55.12 lbs / 25 kgs

Please be sure to include a 1” bleed around
the perimeter for the canopy and a 2” bleed
around the perimeter for sidewalls. Please
note that one side of the canopy consists of
3 graphics that will be sewn together. See
template for stitch lines. DO NOT design
critical information running across sewn
lines.
Refer to related graphic template for more
information.

additional information
zipper-attached printed
sidewalls sold separately
TNT-INF-3MX3M-WLL-G

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior
notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance. E&OE. See Graphic
Templates for graphic bleed specifications.
12/8/14

Optional zipper-attached printed sidewalls
sold separately TNT-INF-3MX3M-WLL-G
*Use in adverse weather voids all warranties

- Repair kit included
- Folds compactly into an included carry bag
and will fit into most vehicles with ease

Set-up

Attach graphic to tent by attaching
to buckles on each leg

1

Twist piece to lock into hose

5

Connect hose to inflatable tent leg;
twist to lock in
6

9

Optional zipper-attached sidewall graphics zip on canopy for added coverage
TNT-INF-3MX3M-WLL-G

Unit is complete

Remove airlock cap on one of
four legs of tent

2

Attach ends of air blower hose

3

Connect nozzle piece into end
of blower hose

4

Connect blower to outlet;
power on to inflate tent

7

Attach hooks on guy lines to tent
hooks and secure tent to ground

8

Switch blower hose to opposite end to aid
in deflation following steps 4-6

